A-6RP feeder illustrated

Classic Ring Pull Sunflower & Nyjer Feeder
(A-6RP & TH-3RP)

Ring Pull Rod

Droll Yankees feeders can be disassembled for easy cleaning and part replacement.
Cleaning: Please, for the sake of the birds, keep your feeders clean! Dirty feeders can
harm the birds. Use a mild soap & water solution and a soft brush for thorough,
simple cleaning. Dry completely before filling with seed.
Disassemble
1.
2.

3.

Remove the top cap by sliding the top cap halfway up the bail wire which
will allow the top cap with bail wire to fall to the side. Gently pull each end
of the bail wire out of the bail rod.
Pull the ring pull rod by the ring upward, which will release each pair of
ports, starting at the bottom. Removal of the bottom pair of ports will
release the base.
Note: It is not necessary to keep the ports in pairs as each port is
identical.
Squeeze the tube, slightly oblong in shape, horizontal with the bail rod, and
reach inside the tube and remove the bail rod.
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Assemble
1.
2.
3.

4.

Install the bail rod by squeezing the tube, slightly oblong in shape,
horizontal with both holes which accepts the bail rod and insert the bail
rod into the holes in the tube.
Install the baffle on the base. Place the feeder on the base, aligning the
holes in the tube with the holes in the base. While the tube is in a vertical
position, place the top pair of ports in their designated holes in the tube.
Insert the ring pull rod into the hole in the center of the bail rod and slide
the ring pull rod through the upper set of ports while holding them
together. Continue until all the ports have been installed. Make certain that
the ring on the end of the ring pull rod is always against the bail rod to
secure the lower pair of ports and base.
Replace the top cap by inserting each end of the bail wire into the bail rod
and slide the top cap down into place on the tube.
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